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One-shot knife
Knife – Type: 4514

Innovative properties:

- Very well visible ergonomic handle from hard plastic.

- You can start cutting from the middle, from the top or
bottom of a pallet wrapped in a contraction foil.

- Safe cutter of a wrapping tape.

- Very sharp, long-life blade.

- Disposable and economical.

Packing tape cutter.

Highly sharp blade made of strongly
carbon steel.

Edge for film
guidance.

Blunt tip for safer cutting of packing tapes compared
to using a knife or sharp blade.

Excellently visible colour
One-shot knife – BN T1
Knife – Type: 4513 

- Efficient tool with a long life. Hard ergonomic handle
designed to bring maximum comfort. Wrist is in a neutral
position.

- Economic, easy to use.

- Cuts most wrapping tapes.

Upper button for straight
force cutting.

Side universal button for right-hand or left-hand
cutting.

Wheel for blade fast replacement.

Blade safe end reduces a risk of injury
caused by stabbing.

Wheel for blade fast
replacement.

Blade replacement.

DISPOSABLE CUTTERS OF PACKING TAPES AND FILMS
SAFETY KNIVES

Safety knife RZ3
Knife – Type: 4509
Spare blades, package 100 pcs – Type: 4510

- Ergonomic holder – fit for opening cardboard boxes.

- Cutting possible with both right and left hand.

- Three cutting buttons (top + right + left).

- The blade goes in automatically.

Correct technique of cutting
1/ Move the button forward to push the blade out. Put the other

hand away from intended cut path.

2/ Push the blade strongly in the cut surface and start cutting.

3/ Stop pushing the button using your thumb, move it to the knife
handle and go on cutting. Box friction force will keep the knife out.
After finishing the cut the blade will slide back automatically.

Safety knife BN QBS
Knife – Type: 4511
Spare blades, package 100 pcs – Type: 4512

Innovative properties:
- automatic insertion of the blade reduces

the danger of an injury
- high-tech wheel for a quick replacement

of the blade
- inner securing of the blade
- built-in joint to open the blade
- any part of the knife cannot be lost
- ergonomic safety handle
- thermoplastic handle made from rubber
- very well visible orange colour.
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